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Introduction to CubeSat
Originally developed by California Polytechnic University San Luis Obispo and Stanford
University’s Space Systems Development Lab, the CubeSat program prides itself in creating
launch opportunities for universities previously unable to access space. Embodying Cal Poly’s
motto of “learn by doing,” CubeSat, since 2004, has enabled students to acquire the necessary
skills and experience to succeed in the aerospace industry. Collaborating internationally with
over 40 universities, high schools, and private firms, such as Boeing, Lockheed Martin, and
Raytheon, CubeSat dedicates three days every spring to developing picosatellites containing
scientific, private, and government payloads. Striving to provide practical, reliable, and costeffective launch opportunities for small satellites and their payloads, CubeSat, through a variety
of space-related presentations, holds an international workshop to perform and foster space
science exploration at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo each year.
A “cubesat” is best defined as a 10 cm cube with a mass of up to 1 kg used as a type of
miniaturized satellite for space research. With the hope of developing the capability of
launching CubeSats within the United States, the CubeSat Program invites individuals to design
satellites adhering to the CubeSat Standard. The CubeSat Standard consists of a design
providing developers with necessary guidelines to interface with the Poly Picosatellite Orbital
Deployer, or P-POD. A P-POD is a tubular, spring loaded mechanism taking up very little space.
P-POD can be integrated into any launch vehicle and protects primary payloads from the
CubeSats and vice-versa. CubeSat and its colleagues hope to instill confidence in launch
providers, primary payloads, and organizations interested in flying experiments on CubeSats in
hopes of one day manifesting P-PODS into various missions. CubeSat serves as a vital tool to
the aerospace engineering industry for it enables developers to focus on design and development
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rather than on obtaining export licenses and approvals. Each year, CubeSat inches closer to
providing more viable launch solutions to interested parties; the possibilities are endless with this
innovative technology.
Cal Poly has played a critical role in improving CubeSat research and launches. Over
time, the Cal Poly Aerospace Department has been recognized through articles in The Mustang
Daily. Appendix H provides two examples of the publicity that the Aerospace Department has
received for its numerous advances in the industry.

How We Got Involved
The two Communication Studies students who were key players in planning CubeSat as
their Senior Project last year were Tracy Owens and Ryan Race. Tracy and Ryan were able to
revamp and organize the workshop. In fact, last year’s CubeSat grew by over one hundred
attendees. Throughout the year, Tracy and Ryan were responsible for organizing the workshop
with a budget of $25,000. Their responsibilities included planning a banquet dinner for the
attendees, managing event volunteers, gaining sponsors, contacting organizations to design the
pamphlets, brochures, and goody bags. From the beginning, Tracy and Ryan did their best to
organize the event for future event coordinators, but emphasized they still had a long way to go.
Tracy and Ryan passed along the opportunity to students they deemed qualified to highlight the
necessary steps and procedures one must take to successfully orchestrate the workshop. Ryan
initially contacted Nicole Nathan during Spring Quarter 2010, who then quickly recruited Helena
Race and Brittany Roach to help plan the three day international workshop.
All three members of our team have experience in planning events for several hundred
people. Therefore, this Senior Project not only helped us all expand and improve upon our event
coordination skills. Moreover, it broadened our horizons and removed us from the Liberal Arts
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bubble, allowing us to interact with many students, professors, and staff members of the
Aerospace Engineering Industry.

Purpose
For our Senior Project, we wanted to assist in planning the 8th Annual CubeSat
Developer’s Workshop, and to further develop our event coordination skills and knowledge. We
took advantage of the opportunity to work with a variety of communication styles from another
college. Given the technological and engineering background of the individuals we worked
with, many communication aspects and concepts were orchestrated accordingly. Moreover,
working with students of that college enabled us to foster a better belief of the true necessity for
effective communication skills.
CubeSat is an internationally recognized event with numerous professionals from the
industry traveling from every corner of the globe. The reputation of CubeSat underscored the
importance of our being detail oriented. Since communication is often taken for granted, it was
critical to have three individuals versed with a variety of communication courses and skills. We
applied concepts and techniques learned from the following curriculum: Public Speaking, Small
Group Communication, Organizational Communication, Interpersonal Communication,
Persuasion, Nonverbal Communication, Public Relations, Event Planning and Advanced
Organizational Communication. Furthermore, the scholarly purpose of this project is to integrate
the various skill-sets gained over these past four years and channel this knowledge toward
leaving a legacy and greater understanding of the importance of communication.
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Workshop Planning Process
Since the size and scope of the CubeSat Workshop is very large, we wanted to get
involved with the CubeSat team early on in the planning process. In October 2010, we met with
Robin Reil, Michael Bryant, and Dr. Jordi Puig-Sauri for the first time. During our first few
meetings, we discussed the areas we would be working on as well as the overall handling of the
workshop in the past.
To completely understand what had happened last year, we were given access to a Drop
Box folder in which Tracy and Ryan had organized all the documents concerning the workshop.
This was a very effective way to share information as the program shares files with a certain
number of computers and automatically updates the shared documents. After getting a clearer
picture of the workshop, we started making lists of what needed to be done and divided certain
responsibilities. Judy Allen, a renowned event planner and author, illustrated the importance of
event visualization in her book Event Planning: the Ultimate Guide to Successful Meetings,
Corporate Events, Fund-raising Galas, Conferences, Conventions, Incentives and Other Special
Events. We all found this concept to be incredibly beneficial in the event coordination of the
three day workshop. We were able to integrate the objectives of the event through this
visualization process:
1. Planning the banquet:
a. Since planning the banquet requires researching all of the venues, talking to many
different contacts, site visits etc, planning the banquet will take approximately
eight hours outside of the weekly/biweekly committee meetings.
b. Determine the banquet’s budget.
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c. Make a list of requirements for the banquet (i.e., capacity for estimated number of
attendees, appropriate price range in food options, transportation means,
accommodations available, etc.).
d. Contact local venues to get price estimates.
e. Present possible venue options to CubeSat planning committee and determine top
venue choices.
f. Provide the Aerospace Department Coordinator, Bobbi Binder, with the prices for
the top three venues.
g. Agree upon banquet venue.
h. Obtain contract from the selected venue and provide the establishment with the
deposit.
i. Decide on the food selection for the evening.
j. Purchase awards for sponsors to present them with at the banquet.
k. Rent the sound system from MDS (speakers, microphone, projector screen etc.).
2. Designing the Logo and Posters
a. Getting the logo and posters designed took approximately six hours due to all of
the coordinating with the Graphic Communication department and the GRC
students.
b. Contact Lorraine Donegan of Graphic Communication with the contest
information for the CubeSat Workshop logo design. Make sure to be explicit with
a deadline and the necessary criteria for the design and its format.
c. Upon selecting the winner, make sure to outline that he/she will need to make
several changes to the design per our requests and suggestions. Also, make sure
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to explain that the individual will be paid and needs to comply to the deadlines
and suggestions given.
d. Work with Dr. Puig-Suari and Bobbi Binder to figure out payment for the
individual.
e. Make sure the files are available in PDF as well as vector images for the t-shirt
and poster companies.
f. Contact Shelley Concannon at PrintPal to have the shirts printed with the
designed logo. Choose shirts based off of this year’s invoices.
g. Contact Printpal to print 8” x 11” posters as a give-away.
h. Check previous documents for dimensions regarding the necessary display
posters.
3. Contacting Campus Dining
a. Deciding on the menu items along with coordinating delivery times of the food
took about 8 hours.
b. Contact Sarah Chatfield with Campus Dining to order food for the workshop.
c. Start planning food order at least three weeks in advance.
d. Make sure on the applications for CubeSat guests there is information regarding
special needs for diet and food purposes.
e. Sarah Chatfield should have on file the quantities and food ordered from last
year’s workshop, adjust these numbers accordingly.
f. Be sure to include Bobbi Binder in the correspondence so she can submit the
necessary invoices to the Aerospace Engineering Department.
4. Contact Hotels
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a. Since it is necessary to correspond with the room sales manager via email or
person in addition to negotiating prices, booking group hotel rooms took
approximately 3.5 hours.
b. We contacted Holiday Inn Express, Courtyard Marriott, and Quality Suites to
secure a block of rooms for a discounted rate for the professionals.
c. Secure the blocked off rooms by December since April is a busy month for hotels
in San Luis Obispo.
d. Make a list of other available hotels nearby campus for the students and place the
list on the CubeSat website.
5. Contact PrintPal
a. Due to countless phone calls, emails, and meetings, ordering all of the

merchandise and give-away items took approximately 24 hours total.
b. Schedule an initial meeting with Shelley Concannon around November.
c. Order samples around February to check out the possible give-away options since

there is a possibility to not like the sample in person.
d. Make sure all give-away items (pens, notebooks, lanyards, bags, and awards) are

ordered at least three weeks before the conference.
e. Order t-shirts for the conference and make sure they have the correct files to print

the t-shirts.
f.

Approve the mock-ups of each of the giveaways and t-shirts.

g. Have all orders specifically sent to the CubeSat lab.

6. Contact American Star
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a. Organizing the busses through American Star took about three hours to insure that
the company knew the correct workshop scheduled and was prepared to pick up
guests at the appropriate times.
b. First, contact the Cal Poly Risk Management office so they can secure a quote
from an American Star representative.
c. Receive contracts for the three days and give to Bobbi Binder in the Aerospace
Engineering office.
d. Send a map with routes, pick-up locations, and times to an American Star
representative.
e. Follow-up with American Star two days before the event to confirm routes, pickup locations, pick-up times, and contact information.
7. Workshop Logistics
a. Keeping Bobbi Binder involved in every aspect of the workshop logistics took
approximately two hours.
b. Make sure that a building plan is submitted prior to the event, to set up the tent,
buckets, chairs, and tables.
c. Make sure Bobbi Binder is the main contact because she has all the necessary
paperwork and information to ensure things run smoothly.
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Budget
Income Total: $66,700.00

Item
$/each
Quantity Total
Registration Cashbox
Income
Student Reg
$41,200.00
1 $41,200.00
Registration Total:
Sponsorship Income
Main Event
Sponsor
$15,000.00
Banquet
Sponsor
$7,500.00
Lunch Sponsor $5,000.00
Snack Sponsor
$1,500.00
Booth Sponsor
$500.00

1 $15,000.00
1
0
0
6

$7,500.00
$0.00
$0.00
$3,000.00

Sponsorship Total:

Expenses Paid
Item
Summer (2011)

$41,200.00

$/each
$10,000.00

Quantity

$25,500.00

Total
1

$10,000.00

Shuttle Buses
Shuttles
Catering
Campus Catering Total
Pizza for Lab
Water & Soda for Lab
(Costco)

$870.00

6

$5,220.00

$18,535.51
$87.48
$53.25

1
2
1

$18,535.51
$174.96
$53.25

$114.44

1

$114.44

2 buses/day, 3
days

Wed. & Thur.
Fri.
for whole
event
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Banquet
Venue + Food
Media
Agenda Brochures
Banquet Tickets
Cardboard Posters
T-Shirts, Polos, Bibs
Paper Posters
Notebooks
Bags
Lanyards
Name Tags (400)

$18,953.00

1

$18,953.00

$1.01
$2.13
$59.99
$4,814.00
$0.58
$3.80
$2.93
$1.40
$344.00

600
160
4
1
300
400
400
375
1

$659.03
$370.62
$260.96
$4,814.00
$174.00
$1,520.00
$1,172.00
$525.00
$344.00

$1,402.00

1

$1,402.00

$520.06

1

$520.06

$50.00

1

$50.00

$0.00

1

$0.00

$146.00

2

$292.00

$16.26

1

$16.26

$10.86

1

$10.86

$6.51

1

$6.51

$17.40

1

$17.40

FedEx Office
FedEx Office
FedEx Office
PrintPal
PrintPal
PrintPal
PrintPal
PrintPal
Staples

Facilities
Tent
Chairs and Tables (220
& 20)
Trash Cans w/ Liners
(14)
Recycling Bins (14)
Miscellaneous
Sponsor Gifts
Office Supplies (world
map)
Office Supplies (flag
arrows)
Office Supplies (push
pins)
Office Supplies (table
cloths)

for whole
event
for whole
event
for whole
event
for whole
event

Expenses
Total

$65,205.85

During The Workshop
During the three days of the workshop, we were extra bodies doing anything necessary to
make the workshop successful. We played a critical role in the check-in and registration process
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each day. Registration began at 7:30 a.m. on Wednesday and at 8:00 a.m. on Thursday and
Friday. We assisted in delegating tasks to the CubeSat lab students (i.e., creating name tags,
filling out receipt forms, stuffing goodybags, distributing the workshop schedule, etc.) to assure
that attendees were able to check-in to the event smoothly. We made sure that attendees were
able to pay and get their goody bags quickly in order to guarantee that attendees were able to get
to the first presentation on time. Breakfast was available in Bonderson until 9:00 a.m. on all days
of the workshop. In addition, coffee, tea, and water were available throughout the day.
Presentations were held in the Keck Center in Advanced Technology Labs from about
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day of the workshop in twenty minute intervals. Topics of the
presentations ranged from “Build a CubeSat Overnight and Put it in Any Orbit” to “The Role of
Education Projects for Future Space Science Science and Technology” to “Small Satellites
Industry in Latin America.” Lunch was served around 12:00 p.m. each day in Bonderson. Boxed
lunches consisting of sandwiches, chips, and cookies were served the first two days and a Santa
Maria style BBQ lunch was served on Friday. After the lunch break, which typically lasted
around one hour, presentations resumed in the Keck Center. An additional space in Bonderson
acted as a social room in which attendees could work on their computers while having the
opportunity to view the ongoing presentations on a projector or via the Internet, in which all
presentations were being streamed live. Meeting rooms were also made available to the attendees
on a first-come, first-served basis.
On Wednesday evening, the CubeSat banquet took place at the Avila Beach Golf Resort.
We were the first people to arrive at the venue for the banquet. We helped assist some of the
CubeSat volunteers set up the MDS equipment, making sure that the projector and podium were
in a visible location for all of the attendees. At the banquet, we were also in charge of deciding
when to dismiss people to the buffet line and keeping the buffet lines moving smoothly to allow
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people to get their food in an efficient manner. Finally, we were in charge of recognizing the
booth sponsors, banquet sponsor, and main event sponsor with words of gratitude and
appropriately shaped cube awards. Julia Silver’s book, Professional Event Coordination, taught
us how imperative it is visualize, organize, and synchronize every dimension of an event to make
it run smoothly. These aspects of event coordination were taken into great consideration when
planning the banquet. Thanks to all of our positive feedback, it is clear that we accomplished
that goal.
Since the majority of the attendees checked in on Wednesday, registration on Thursday
and Friday were not nearly as hectic. Therefore, we utilized that time to reflect and brainstorm
suggestions with Robin Reil, the workshop coordinator, about what should be improved for next
year. We also used some of our down time to help problem solve any glitches, such as a check
with no contact information, an attendee needing a receipt ASAP, and adjusting the pizza order
for the lab students for the following day.

Workshop Results and Statistics
The 8th Annual CubeSat Developers’ Workshop turned out to be a great success! Over
320 people attended the workshop from 14 countries. Many of the attendees had a lot of positive
things to say about their overall experience. In addition, the total funds raised were close to
$11,500. The grand total between the income total and the expenses paid total is only around
$1,500 because a cost of $10,000 is included in the expenses for this year's Summer
Workshop. Historically, the funds raised at the Spring Workshop are used to subsidize entrance
fees for the Summer Workshop which is hosted each year at Utah State University in Logan,
Utah. At the banquet on Wednesday night we were both delighted and surprised when Robin
Reil brought us to the front of the room and praised our efforts. Many other individuals also
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approached us throughout the workshop to congratulate us on such a well planned and successful
event.
Within the three days, several dozen presentations were held allowing students, faculty,
and industry members to gain knowledge about the updates and progress being made in the
CubeSat community. The information that everyone gained will be sure to have a ripple effect as
attendees return to their respective cities, states, countries, schools and jobs. We are confident
that the guests will tell people about all of the new information that they learned over the three
days. Though we will not be able to truly grasp how many people viewed the presentations
online or how many people were told about the updates in the CubeSat community, we are
positive that our efforts have contributed to affecting many people greatly.

Communication Aspects
Every single dimension of the workshop involved communication aspects in one way or
another. When we initially all met in October, we had to use rapport to begin forming
relationships with other individuals involved in the planning of the workshop to gain their trust
in us. Upon deciding which specific tasks the three of us would have, we had to clearly
communicate our strengths and explain our passions. This helped make sure that the assignments
we would take on were ones that we were interested in, had some background in, or utilized or
strengths. Skills learned from small group communication were the most important in our
planning process. The application of these concepts was employed in our bi-weekly meetings
with Robin and Dr. Puig-Suari.
Additionally, due to everything we have learned over the past four years in our
Communication Studies classes, we were consistently able to clearly get our point message to
individuals involved in the planning of the workshop in addition to the workshop attendees. We
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have learned how important it is to properly utilize nonverbal communication as well as manage
our tone and tailor our diction depending on whom we are talking to. On more than one occasion
we were praised for our organization and communication skills.
Furthermore, when initiating contact with the people in charge of our respective tasks, we
had to clearly explain what we needed from them to insure that business would go smoothly.
Also, when things did not go as planned, we had to adapt quickly and come up with a solution to
the problem. Moreover, we had to use interpersonal communication skills to see how our
vendors were truly feeling about our business and how the planning committee was feeling about
our progress thus far. The textbook, Looking Out/Looking In written by Ronald B. Adler, proved
to be very beneficial when communicating with numerous people of different ages, genders, and
most importantly, professions. Without a doubt, having a background in Communication Studies
helped greatly in coordinating this three day international workshop.

Suggestions
This year we chose not to utilize any public relations means and it would have been
deemed beneficial to heightening awareness for the community about CubeSat. Though, putting
on a PR campaign would not allow us to obtain more attendees to the workshop, due to the
constraints that only students and people in the industry can attend, it would provide us with the
opportunity to inform more people about CubeSat. Looking back, the CubeSat PR campaign
could have consisted of publishing an article in The Mustang Daily, writing a press release for
The Tribune, recognizing CubeSat as Club of the Month in the ASI Epicenter, and placing a
story in the Cal Poly E-Newsletter and Cal Poly Magazine. These outlets would help create
awareness about all of the progress and new developments that are being made with CubeSat.
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Another suggestion that we think would be incredibly beneficial would be to create a
survey to email out to the attendees after the completion of the workshop. We believe that this
would be very helpful to the planning of the workshop the following year and allow for the
conference to be even more successful. We think that creating a Likert Scale survey on
SurveyMonkey would provide the best results. Sample questions could include:

1. How helpful was the workshop?
Not helpful - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - Very helpful

2. Did the workshop meet your expectations?
Not at all - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - All

3. Did the banquet meet your expectations?
Not at all - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - All

4. What is the chance of you returning next year?
Very low - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - Very high

In addition to promoting the workshop with a PR campaign and having the attendees take
a survey to rate their experience, we think that the below suggestions will also be helpful in the
planning of the 2012 CubeSat Workshop:

1. Start planning for the workshop early, around October 2011.
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2. Divide up major tasks (hotel reservations, banquet, t-shirt design contest, bus
reservations, meal choices, equipment rentals, gifts, etc.) among the planning committee.
3. Hotel reservations should be made early (i.e. November) to guarantee the best group rate
at each hotel.
4. Make the initial contact with Shelley Concannon of PrintPal around November and make
sure to order samples early. Everything should be submitted AT LEAST three weeks
before the workshop.
5. Meet bi-monthly during October – February.
6. Meet weekly during March – April.
7. Since it is difficult to coordinate everyone’s schedule, Doodle.com is a useful resource to
figure out the times that worked best to meet with the planning committee.
8. Design a contract for the graphic designer with dates of when the rough draft, any
revisions, and the final version must be completed.
9. Make sure to know each individual’s preferred e-mail address and what is their preferred
method of contact.
10. Relay all necessary information to Bobbi Binder in the Aerospace office as she prefers to
be involved with a majority of the matters pertaining to the workshop.
11. Always refer to this year’s invoices and receipts on DropBox to gauge where the current
workshop stands.
12. Have a hard (tangible) copy of everything you do and take notes at each meeting while
having action items for everyone.
13. Do not organize registration by first name as it confuses the guests since they are used to
checking in by their last name.
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14. Use computers at registration so attendees can check themselves in while volunteers put
together their media materials and any additional paperwork needed.
15. Use wireless printers in the registration area to efficiently print out receipts for attendees.
2011 Workshop Planning Calendar
October 2010
1. Meet with the CubeSat team (Dr. Puig-Suari and student workshop coordinator) for the
first time to learn about the CubeSat program and establish roles for future logistics
planning.
2. Establish time and location for bi-weekly meetings.
3. Contact Graphic Design or Graphic Communication department to design the poster and
T-shirts. Participants must submit and T-shirt and poster design for which they will
receive monetary compensation. Designers must follow through with editing requests by
workshop coordinators.
4. Communicate with hotels (Holiday Inn Express, Quality Suites, Courtyard Marriott) to
block hotel rooms.
5. Contact various venues to get price quotes for the banquet.
November 2010
1. Select designer for T-shirts and poster.
2. Schedule initial meeting with Shelley Concannon of PrintPal.
3. Finalize blocked hotel rooms (Holiday Inn Express, Quality Suites, Courtyard Marriott).
4. Get event on Cal Poly’s master calendar.
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5. Notify Campus Police about the event dates and logistics.
December 2010
1. Finalize and reserve banquet venue (Avila Valley Golf Resort).
2. Request several changes and drafts of poster and T-shirt designs.

January 2011
1. Begin request for sample media products from PrintPal.
2. Finalize banquet schedule, including dinner, refreshment, and entertainment options.
3. Submit building permit request for tents outside Advanced Technology Labs.
4. Request final draft of poster and T-shirt designs.
February 2011
1. Reserve tents to be used outside Advanced Technology Labs.
2. Submit requests for Sage Catering (breakfast for 3 days, boxed lunches for 2 days, and
BBQ lunch on Friday).
3. Submit requests for chairs, tables, trash cans, etc. from Cal Poly facilities.
4. Submit request for charter buses to and from Cal Poly campus and hotels.
March 2011
1. Finalize workshop program (i.e. presentation order).
2. Create volunteer sign-up sheet for lab members to help each day of the workshop.
3. Submit check request for banquet venue deposit.
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4. Finalize PrintPal orders and confirm shipment address on Cal Poly campus.
April 2011
1. Print all brochures and posters.
2. Put together registration list and additional forms used at registration.
3. Reserve audio equipment for Media Distribution Services.
4. Create attendee receipt form for those who request it.
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Appendix A
Important Contact Information
1. Jordi Puig-Suari
a. Aerospace Department Teacher/CubeSat Advisor
b. jpuigsua@calpoly.edu
2. Robin Reil
a. Graduate student in charge of the 2011 CubeSat Workshop
b. robin.reil@gmail.com
3. Bobbi Binder
a. Aerospace Department Coodinator
b. bbinder@calpoly.edu
4. Linda Renfrow
a. Director of Banquet and Event Marketing at Avila Beach Golf Resort
b. linda@avilabeachresort.com
5. Sarah Chatfield
a. Sage Catering Sales
b. schatfi@calpoly.edu
6. Shelley Concannon
a. PrintPal Promotions & Printing Sales
b. shelley@printpalpromo.com
7. Media Distribution Services at Cal Poly
a. Provider of all technical aspects for CubeSat
b. mds@calpoly.edu
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8. American Star
a. Charter Bus Company
b. lacey@americanstarinc.net - (805) 543-9999
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Appendix B
Photos

Registration was located right outside the Advanced Technology Labs each morning of the
workshop. There were three lines were alphabetized by first name to accommodate attendees.

A large tent was located next to the Advanced Technology Labs for attendees to mingle, eat
lunch, and work on outside projects.
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There were six tables in Bonderson to accommodate the breakfast and lunch items. Assorted
pastries were served at breakfast and a variety of sandwiches were served for lunch. Drinks were
available throughout the entire day.

We had a live Internet feed of the presentations streaming on the website and projected on the
wall in the Bonderson Club Room. This gave the attendees the option of watching the
presentations in a casual environment where they were free to work on their computers or talk
with other attendees.
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Posters of various projects were also on display in the hallways of Bonderson.

The banquet was held at the Avila Bay Golf Resort. Guests were served a Mexican-themed
dinner overlooking the coast. Awards were also given to both Boeing and Raytheon for their
continued sponsorship of the workshop.
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Since workshop attendees came from around the world, we asked everyone to mark where they
were traveling from on a world map.

Signs with directions to registration, restrooms, and presentation posters were placed around the
Engineering Quad and in both Bonderson and Advanced Technology Labs.
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Appendix C
8th Annual CubeSat Developers’ Poster
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Appendix D
8th Annual CubeSat Developers’ Workshop Breakdown List
Hotels
- Contact Holiday Inn Express, Quality Suites, and Courtyard Marriott to block off a section of
rooms (10-15 rooms for 3 nights at each hotel)
Banquet Venue
- Make sure there are enough tables and chairs to accommodate more people than expected in
case there are walk ins
- Discuss whether the venue has a PA system that can be utilized the night of the banquet or be
prepared to take MDS equipment to the banquet (speakers, projector, screen, etc.)
Venue
- Request room reservations for Advanced Technology Labs, lower Bonderson, and Bonderson
Club Room. Additional requests must be made for:
- Registration tables and sponsor booths (in the ATL building)
- Main presentation room (in the ATL building)
- Poster sessions (Bonderson hallways)
- Lunch and break areas (downstairs in Bonderson and tent located outside ATL)
- Live feed of presentations (Bonderson Club Room)
Media Distribution Services
- Submit form to MDS and have Dr. Puig-Suari as the faculty supervisor. The following
equipment is needed for the workshop:
- Extension cords
- One laptop
- Two projectors
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- One video camera
- Power strips
Registration
- 3 legal sized binders with list of attendees broken up into three sections of the alphabet
- Presenters must sign Public Release Certification forms
- Print out copies of Export Control Form and tape down to tables in front of registration binders,
have them sign on the registration line under Export Control after reading it
- Have a receipt form for those attendees who ask for one (include name, organization,
description of registration type, amount paid, and cash or check)
Sage Catering
- 175 breakfasts for each day
- 325 boxed lunches for two days
- 325 BBQ lunch for one day
- 250 afternoon coffees for each day
- 21 packs of soda (24 count) for each day
Poster and T-shirt Designs / Media Materials
- Contact Graphic Communications or Graphic Design departments to allow students the
opportunity to create the T-shirt and poster design. Students must be willing to make numerous
changes before the design is finalized.
- Once the final draft is complete, contact Shelley of PrintPal to create a mock-up. Orders from
PrintPal include:
- 300 8 ½ x 11 posters to give away at registration
- 2 sponsor awards
- 400 notebooks and pens
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- 400 drawstring bags
- 375 lanyards
- 430 T-shirts
- 60 polo shirts (10 women’s & 50 men’s)
Programs, Banquet Invitations, Extras
- 600 Tri-fold programs
- 160 banquet invitations
- 4 32 x 48 posters to be displayed outside
- 1 world map and flag arrows
- Table cloths
Signs
- 10 signs to recognize sponsors
- 10 restroom directions
- 4 registration table directions
- Enough signs to label workshop locations (i.e. main presentation room, live stream room,
breakfast and lunch seating, etc.)
Items from Facilities
- 1 large tent
- 20 tables
- 250 chairs
- 14 trash bins with liners
- 14 recycle bins
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Appendix E
8 Annual CubeSat Developer’s Workshop Schedule
th

Pages 1-2

Appendix E
Sage Catering Invoices
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Pages 3-4
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Appendix F
Banquet Invoice
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Appendix G
American Star Invoices
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Appendix H
Hotel Contracts
Courtyard Marriott
Date: October 27, 2010
Contact Name:
Helena Race
Address: 1990 McCollum St, SLO Ca 93405
Phone:
650.224.9427
Fax:
Email: HRace89@gmail.com
Marriott Reward #:
Group Name:
CubeSat Group
Game Date/Time: NA
Event Space: NA
On behalf of the Courtyard by Marriott San Luis Obispo I am pleased to forward this contract for accommodations needed
for the dates of April 19-21, 2011. Departing 4/22/2011
Code of Conduct Forms: NA
Sleeping Room Commitment: After cut off date has passed group discount will still be available based on room availability
of the hotel. Guests will need to contact Sales Department directly to book a room after the cut off date. Breakfast can be
added as a group, not individually, to the room rate for $5 per person, per day, if requested prior to contract signing and
submittal.
Bed type and rate:
*Room rates are subject to an occupancy tax of 10% and a San Luis Obispo City Tourism Assessment Fee of 2%
Breakfast is not included in rate.
Individual Reservations & Payments

Sunday

Monday

TuesdayWednesday Thursday

Friday Saturday

RATE

Day
Date
1 KING BED
2 QUEEN BEDS
KING SUITE

4/19/11
10

4/20/11
10

4/21/11
10

10

10

10

2 QUEENS SUITE

SPA KING
ACCESSABLE
Total
Reservations, Cut-off and Check In:
Cut off date:

3/18/2011

Check- in: 3pm

Check- out: 12 Noon

Transportation: Individual

$129
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1800 Monterey Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
(805) 544-8600 Phone (805) 541-4698 Fax

GROUP SALES AGREEMENT
DESCRIPTION OF GROUP AND EVENT
Thank you for choosing the Holiday Inn Express in San Luis Obispo to host your upcoming event. The
following represents an agreement between Holiday Inn Express SLO and the CubeSAT Workshop. A
signed agreement must be received in our group sales office by: 10/15/10 in order to hold room block
and group reservation.

ORGANIZATION:
CONTACT:
Name:
Job Title:
Street Address:
City, State, Postal Code:
Country:
Phone Number:
Fax Number:

Cube SAT Workshop

Email Address:
NAME OF EVENT:

hrace89@gmail.com
CubeSAT Workshop

Helena Race

1 Grand Ave. Building 007 room 15
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
US
650-224-9472

GUEST ROOM COMMITMENT
The hotel agrees that it will provide, and the CubeSAT Workshop agrees that it will be responsible for
utilizing 30 room nights in the pattern set forth below.
Day
Date
Room
Blocked
Rate

Mon

Tues
04/19/11
8 TQNN
7 KNGN
$139.00

Wed
04/20/11
8 TQNN
7 KNGN
$139.00

Thurs
04/21/11
8 TQNN
7 KNGN
$139.00

Fri

Sat

Sun
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GROUP ROOM RATES
Hotel confirms the following non-commissionable group rate plus state and local tax 10% and San Luis
Obispo assessment fee 2%:

* Please note that no rollaway beds are available due to fire code
The following are complimentary amenities included in the group room rate:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complimentary continental American Breakfast
100% non-smoking facility
Complimentary parking
Complimentary wireless internet access
Complimentary local calls
Complimentary USA Today
Bottled water in all rooms
Fresh baked cookies in the afternoon
Business Center available on-site
Plush Bathrobes available in every room
Access to heated pool and Jacuzzi

METHOD OF RESERVATIONS
Reservations for the event will be made by individuals directly with the hotel at (805) 544-8600.
CUT-OFF DATE
Reservations by attendees must be received on or before March 19, 2011. At the Cut-Off Date, the hotel
will review the reservation pick up for the event and release the unreserved rooms for general sale. The
hotel can determine whether or not it can accept reservations based on space–and–rate available basis
at the CubeSAT group rate after this date.
BILLING ARRANGEMENTS
The following billing arrangements apply: Individuals to pay all charges. A valid credit card will be required for
each reservation. Cash-paying guests may be asked to leave a cash or credit card deposit to guarantee payment.

PAYMENT BY CREDIT CARD OR COMPANY CHECK
If CubeSAT wishes to pay any portion of it obligation by credit card or company check, the below form
must be filled out prior to the execution of this Agreement.

Credit Card Number :
__________________________________________________
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Expiration Date:
_______________________________________________________
Name as it Appears on the
Card:___________________________________________
Billing Address for
Card:__________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

Signature of Card Holder:
________________________________________________

The above form must also be filled in if the direct billing has not been approved and the Master Account
charges will be paid by credit card or company check.

CANCELLATION
Due to high demand those attendees who cancel reservations after 04/18/11 will be charged for the first
night room and tax. It is the responsibility of the group contact to inform attendees of this policy.
Reservation Agent will advise quest of cancellation policy at the time of reservation. Hotel agrees that
after receiving this payment is will not seek additional damages.

Please don’t hesitate to contact Sandy Wirick, Director of Sales, with any questions you may have. Thank
you for considering the Holiday Inn Express, we look forward to the opportunity of welcoming you and
your guests on April 19, 2011.
SIGNATURES
Contract must be signed and returned to sales office at (805)541-4698 by 10/15/10 in order to hold room
block. If you have any questions please contact the sales office at
(805) 544-8850.

The Holiday Inn Express is a 100% non-smoking facility. A $250.00 fee will be applied to
each room that is smoked in. Your signature below binds you financially to these terms.
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Approved and Authorized by CubeSAT Workshop
Name: (Print) ______________________

Signature_______________________

Title (Print) _______________________

Date____________________________

Approved and Authorized by Hotel:
Name: (Print) ______________________

Signature_______________________

Title (Print) _______________________

Date____________________________
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Group Contract as of 10/14/10
CUBE SAT $129
Quality Suites
1631 Monterey St.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 541-5001
(805) 546-9475
gnewland@qualitysuitesslo.com
Contract Information
Group Name: CUBE SAT $129. Group Account: 367647
Arrival Date: Tuesday, April 19, 2011
Departure Date: Friday, April 22, 2011
Fixed Cut Off Date: Friday, March 18, 2011
Company Name: Group Contact: Helena Race
Address: 1 Grand Ave hrace89@gmail.comEmail:
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 650.224.9472Phone:
Room Details
PVSNK
TUE
4/19/11
15

WED
4/20/11
15

THU
4/21/11
`15
Group Rates

Single
129.00

Double
129.00
Billing Information

4 PM HOLD
Group Payment Type
GTD/Payment: 4 PM HOLD
Guest Payment Type
Guests are responsible for all charges.
Charge Routing
Contract Terms
Friday-Saturday rate $165.00
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Appendix I
CubeSat in the News

Toaster-sized launcher to pop out NASA satellites
By MDCorrespondant / Posted on 05 February 2011
Cal Poly students will mark their first mission with NASA when their satellite launcher is sent to
space out of Vandenberg Air Force Base on Feb. 23.

Members of Cal Poly's PolySat program have worked on the P-POD's design and construction in
some form since 2003. Courtesy photo.
The Poly Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD) will hitch a ride on a multi-million dollar
government satellite.
“For NASA to put trust in Cal Poly and our team of engineers on this launch is tremendous,”
said Roland Coelho, the research associate with the CubeSat program, at Cal Poly.
Students have been involved in the satellite-building program on campus, PolySat, since it began
in 1999.
The CubeSat Program is a collaboration of more than 40 universities, high schools and private
firms that are developing the small, two-pound satellites. At 4 inches tall and 4 inches wide,
CubeSats are designed to be a cost-effective, risk-tolerant form of testing satellite-to-satellite
communication and new technologies, Coelho said.
Cal Poly has never before participated in a NASA-sponsored launch. The biggest hurdle for the
team was to receive NASA’s permission to be a part of the mission, Coelho said. NASA’s
missions are too expensive to risk interference from a university’s project, he said.
The P-POD is a toaster-sized box that launches smaller satellites, or CubeSats, into orbit using a
spring trigger. The box is 1-foot-5 inches tall with tracks on all four corners to load and secure
the satellites. The P-POD can launch three CubeSats at once. Like a dart gun, the satellites are
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enclosed in the box until a trigger is activated to release the door and use the spring to launch
them into space.
Cal Poly students created the deployment system to allow more missions a less expensive
method of aerospace research.
A partnership among Cal Poly, Montana State University, University of Colorado and the
Kentucky Space Consortium developed the CubeSats for the upcoming launch.
The P-PODs that will be used on this mission are the result of a body of research and
development that began at Cal Poly in 2003.
Almost 20 P-PODs have been launched so far, said Ryan Nugent, lead systems engineer for the
Cal Poly CubeSat Program. The Vandenberg mission will be the seventh P-Pod launch in the
world. Out of the seven, only one failed due to a satellite malfunction in a 2006 Russian launch.
Cal Poly’s design stands apart from similar devices from aerospace corporations because of its
frequent visits in space, Nugent said.
“Only ours is flight proven,” he said.
Since the CubeSat Program is entirely student-run, P-PODs are tested on campus. Aerospace
engineers conduct technical research for the mission using Cal Poly facilities in areas including
thermodynamics and vacuum conditions. The program puts degrees like Coelho’s to work in the
industry.
“Cal Poly is unique among other institutions for its satellite testing facilities,” Coelho said.
Bob Twiggs, a Stanford professor, and Jordi Puig-Suari, a Cal Poly aerospace engineering
professor, developed the idea for CubeSats more than 10 years ago, and the program has since
been expanded to institutions all over the world. The Vandenberg launch, however, will be the
first launch of the P-POD that Cal Poly students will be able to watch.
The P-PODs that will accompany NASA’s satellite are the third revision of the original design,
said Nugent, who is directing the improvement.
“We are currently revising the P-POD to be more flexible for CubeSats,” Nugent said.
More than 100 developers are building versions of CubeSats in more than 30 countries. The
result is a large variation among sizes, weights and materials. By creating a standard for
CubeSats to meet in order to be compatible with the P-POD, more companies will have the
opportunity to enter space.
Cal Poly is creating a model for CubeSat makers to follow in order to reduce the technical
challenges for unique satellites. Coelho’s research is targeted at giving more companies the
opportunity to reach space by designing a more flexible deployment system.
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A company’s satellite must be compatible with its launcher in order to be sent into orbit.
“Essentially, if you fit in the box you will fly,” Coelho said.
Companies pay Cal Poly for the use of P-PODs in each launch. A single CubeSat usually costs
$40,000 to be launched from the P-POD, said Stephanie Wong, integration engineer for the
PolySat program. The money is used for improving and building more, she said.
The funding generated from P-PODs help provide current students and those who have
graduated an opportunity to continue working on the project.
“Project managers at NASA always wanted to do something like this to give students a chance to
get to space,” Coelho said.
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NASA awards Poly with contract to build satellites
By stefanball / Posted on 06 October 2010
NASA awarded Cal Poly and its CubeSat program its Poly Picosatellite Orbital Deployers, or PPOD, service contract on Sept. 25 as a part of an educational initiative to more efficiently launch
small satellites into orbit.
Cal Poly will process an indefinite number of CubeSats for five years and a maximum of $5
million according to a NASA press release.
The PolySat and CubeSat programs, headed by aerospace engineering professor Jordi PuigSuari, have been developing for over 10 years. It originally started as a partnership with Stanford
University. CubeSat eventually created an internationally accepted standard for building a type
of research nanosatellite called CubeSats: roughly four-inch cubes launched into orbit by the Cal
Poly designed P-POD. PolySat also makes its own CubeSats.
Cal Poly will be working in conjunction with NASA’s Educational Launch of Nanosatellites
(ELaNa) mission to provide opportunities for universities to launch research satellites into orbit
without extraordinary cost or time commitment. Cal Poly will act as an intermediary preparing
outside CubeSats by attaching the P-POD system and then preparing the units for NASA
launches. They will also assist with environmental testing in some situations.
“The whole CubeSat thing has been a huge accomplishment but there was one thing missing,”
Puig-Suari said. “That was that universities didn’t have clear access to space yet. So even though
CubeSat had been very successful, there was always this thorn in our side. So this is extremely
gratifying.”
Both Puig-Suari and NASA’s Senior Mission Manager Garrett Skrobot cite the ability for
university students to experience all aspects of experimental satellite launch — design, building
and flying — within their university career as major motivation for the program and contract.
The CubeSat program makes this easier, allowing the entire satellite-creation process to be
completed within two years.
“We want to see 22 and 23 year old kids having flown experimental flights,” Skrobot said. “Part
of my job is to work with universities to make sure we get good science and develop the next
generation of scientists.”
NASA took applicants and selected 12 CubeSats for its first launch. One of these will be Cal
Poly’s own CP5 CubeSat, a satellite designed for deorbital research to understand ways to
mitigate space junk currently in orbit. Requests for its second intiative will be due Nov. 15.
Skrobot hopes to see 50 CubeSats on that launch.
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Cal Poly students will have the opportunity to experience real space flight, as well as to interact
with professional members of the industry. This includes non-profit organizations, universities
and corporations that want to launch CubeSats. Graduate student Ryan Nugent and mechanical
engineering senior Alicia Johnstone will be traveling to Kodiak, Alaska to consult with the Air
Force on its CubeSat project on Oct. 10.
“It has a huge implication for the country since the GAS can program went away,” Puig-Suari
said.
The Getaway Special program allowed groups to launch small research payloads on NASA
shuttles but was canceled after the Columbia in 2003.
“(Then) there was no well defined access to space for university payloads. People would launch
a satellite here and there but it was always someone running on their own,” Puig-Suari said. “So
in that sense we were falling behind some of the other countries that made it easier for schools to
fly and this kind of puts us back on the forefront.”
Aerospace Department Chair Eric A. Mehiel agreed that the contract puts Cal Poly on the
industry’s radar.
“(PolySat and CubeSat) are doing really interesting work that for a long time was on the fringe
of the industry and is really starting to become mainstream,” Mehiel said. “This contract is just
an idea of how mainstream because government agencies tend to be the last on board. This
shows PolySat and CubeSat are really pushing the industry.”
But now that the project has reached what Puig-Suari said is a sort of “have-arrived” moment,
the majority of the next goals for Cal Poly, PolySat, and CubeSat are unknown. Puig-Suari
knows one.
“Go fly,” Puig-Suari said.

